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We have developed a microchip electrospray source that provides sub-
fmole sensitivity for peptides and proteins using time-of-flight detection. The
device consists of a disposable nanospray tip coupled to a planar glass chip with
microfabricated channels. We have also identified conditions suitable for rapid on-
chip tryptic digestion and subsequent electrospray MS analysis for protein
identification using peptide mass fingerprinting. The fragments are generated in
basic buffer at the optimum pH for proteolytic cleavage using relatively high
substrate to enzyme ratios to accelerate the reaction. Cleavage products are then
determined directly in the digestion mixture using “wrong-way-round”
electrospray (i.e., monitoring M+H+ ions from the basic solution). Sample and
enzyme, mixed off-chip, are immediately loaded into a sample reservoir, and then
electrosprayed by applying voltage to the inlet port. Intense tryptic peptide ions
are observed within a few minutes following the onset of electrospray. Fragments
have also been generated by introducing discreet volumes of sample and enzyme
contained in separate ports on a microchip with diffusional mixing in a channel.
Mass spectra have been produced from low fmole quantities/spectrum of protein
(consumed). The method has been used to analyze human blood extracts for
hemoglobin where sequence coverage of 70 to 95% was obtained. Sickle cell
hemoglobins have been rapidly identified by monitoring mutated vs. normal
fragments.
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